Planets D6 / Iskalon
Name: Iskalon
Region: Mid Rim
Sector: Trans-Nebular sector
System: Iskalon system
Grid coordinates: R-16
Atmosphere: Type I (Breathable)
Climate: Temperate
Gravity: Standard
Primary terrain: Ocean
Points of interest: Sea caves
Fauna: Chiaki
Immigrated species: Inleshat, Chuhkyvi, Stribers, Graygl, Nejma, Frid, Quarren (formerly)
Primary language(s): Iskalonian
Major cities: Pavillion
Description: Iskalon was a planet in the Mid Rim.
It was inhabited by members of 17 aquatic races relocated from their original homeworlds in 5000 BBY,
collectively united as "Iskalonians." In the days of the Galactic Republic, before the Clone Wars, Iskalon
was often raided for water-breathing slaves. During the Great Galactic War, a group of Imperial fighters
known as the Bane Brigade and their Sith commanders attacked the planet.
During the time of the Cold War, a proxy conflict between the Sith Empire and Galactic Republic, the sea
levels on the planet dropped, revealing several long-hidden caves that had been occupied hundreds of
years before and eventually someone was sent to investigate them, discovering that the caves had been
used by the native species to hide from slavers and their possessions could still be found inside the cave
network.
Around 529 BBY, a number of needy Iskalonian locals were approached by recruiters sent by Hugo
Bartyn. Bartyn wanted amphibian fishermen to settle a new city in Lamaredd and tempted these povertystricken individuals with promises of untouched seas in a new frontier. Once they arrived, however, they
became slave laborers.
The Iskalonians built a city called Pavillion for interaction with non-water breathers, but the city was
destroyed in 3 ABY by the Iskalon effect, a huge tidal wave created by an Imperial attack meant to kill
Luke Skywalker. The attack also destroyed a small Quarren colony. After the disaster, the Iskalonians
largely withdrew from galactic affairs. Regardless, Luke helped the planet later on, when he and local
hero Kiro destroyed the Nagai presence on Iskalon. However, the Iskalonians refused to join the New
Republic.

The chiaki sea creatures also hailed from Iskalon.
Pavillion
Pavillion was an underwater city on Iskalon. It was built so water and air breathing visitors could interact
with each other. However, Pavillion was destroyed in 3 ABY when the Galactic Empire set off the Iskalon
effect, a huge tidal wave which was meant to kill Luke Skywalker during his visit to Iskalon.
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